Chevy truck engine diagram

The Chevrolet straight-six engine was Chevrolet's sole engine from when it replaced their
cubic-inch 2. It was completely phased out in North America by ; in Brazil, GM held on to their
fuel-injected version through the model year. It was replaced by more recently developed V6
and four-cylinder engines. Many popular cars and trucks, including the Chevrolet Camaro ,
Chevrolet Impala , and Chevrolet Suburban used the inline-six as the base engine. Chevrolet did
not offer another inline-six until the General Motors Atlas engine 's debut in the Chevrolet
TrailBlazer. The first mass-produced GM inline 6 was introduced in on Chevrolet cars and
trucks, replacing the company's first inline Richard Grant Chevrolet marketing executive
insisted that the new design boast overhead valves, developed by Buick who held the patent for
OHV engines and was already building the OHV Buick Straight-6 engine since the early s.
Chevrolet had long been known for its " valve-in-head " four-cylinder engines which were also
engineered by Buick. William S. Knudsen 's cast-iron wonder was produced through Toyota's
first engine built the similar It was This engine used a forged steel crankshaft with three
bearings and cast-iron pistons. Bore and stroke was 3. The was shared with Chevrolet and GMC
trucks for and A balanced crankshaft was introduced for , while a higher 5. A cubic-inch 3. The
Chevrolet "Master Deluxe" series used this engine, as did all Chevrolet passenger cars. For and
, they used Oldsmobile's ci L-head engine. The next-generation Chevrolet inline 6 was
introduced in in the US and in Brazil, and phased out in in the US, and in Brazil. It is often
known as the "Blue Flame" engine, although that name was only officially applied beginning in ,
and then only for one certain model of the engine: the ci with 3 carburetors applied in Corvettes.
This engine had a A four-bearing crankshaft was added, along with 6. This generation did not
use a fully pressurized oiling system. The connecting rods were oiled using an "oil trough" built
into the oil pan that had spray nozzles that squirted a stream of oil at the connecting rods which
were equipped with "dippers" , thus supplying oil to the rod bearings. Rod bearings were made
of babbitt cast integral with the rod. The bearing was adjustable for wear by removing copper
shims placed between the rod cap and connecting rod. In this way specified oil clearance could
be maintained. If the crankshaft were to be turned undersized, or if the bearing was damaged or
worn out, rod and bearing were replaced as a unit, typically at the dealership. This engine was
also used in GM's British Bedford truck. In the late s rival Austin decided to get into the ton
truck "lorry" market and in a crash program based the design on the basic architecture of this
"Stove Bolt" engine, except that they added detachable shell main and con-rod bearings and
pressurized lubrication. That Austin engine, in six-cylinder form, post war, went on to power
cars such as the Austin Sheerline and Princess , and the Jensen Interceptor and Austin also
lopped off two cylinders and in that form various versions, with various capacities, powered
cars such as the Austin 16 , A70 Hampshire and Hereford , A90 Atlantic , the Austin-Healey -4
and the Austin Gipsy , a generation of commercial vans, as well as some models of the iconic
London black taxi FX3 and FX4. In , a Both the bore and stroke of 3. This engine also had an oil
"dipper system" as described above , in reference to the oiling system, as in the This cubic-inch
3. Hydraulic lifters were used in the Powerglide and a fully pressurized lubrication system was
introduced in , but only in cars ordered with the "Powerglide" transmission. The cubic-inch 3.
The "Blue Flame" moniker had been used in Chevrolet advertising since A blue rather than
yellow flame within the cylinder meant that perfect combustion was achieved, promised GM's
ad men. From to , the high-pressure engine with mechanical valve lifters was used in some
trucks. From to , all engines used in cars had hydraulic lifters. The original Corvette engine was
the high-pressure engine equipped with mechanical lifters. The Corvette was equipped with the
same slightly higher-lift camshaft as used in the truck engine and used triple side draft, single
barrel, Carter Model YH carburetors mated to a PowerGlide transmission and dual exhaust
manifold. The Chevrolet cubic inches 3. It was gradually replaced by the third generation ,
beginning in Canadian-production GMC trucks used the and Chevrolet straight-six engines as
their base light-duty truck powerplant in the late s and early s in Canada, not the United States.
The was used from to , and the was used in light-duty trucks only. This engine was very similar
to the engine, except for a different block casting with a larger piston bore of 3. This engine was
offered as a step up from the starting in It was offered in parallel with the GMC V6 engine in until
, when it was discontinued. The US truck engine had mechanical lifters and was available from
to The â€” Canadian full-size Pontiac car had a standard cubic-inch engine that had hydraulic
lifters. This engine was not sold in the US, but was very similar to the US truck The engines
were also used in light trucks and the Chevrolet Veraneio from to in Brazil. Chevrolet's
third-generation inline six was introduced in and was produced through Although the exterior
dimensions were similar to previous Chevrolet OHV inline six-cylinders, this generation was
lighter and had a different cast-in bell housing pattern it shares with all Chevrolet engines
designed and produced after , including the modern LS-series "small-block" and "big-block"
V8s. By the time the third-generation 6-cylinders were being designed and developed, Chevrolet

was the most popular brand of vehicles in the world, and sales and production of vehicles and
engines were into the millions of units per year with increasing markets for Chevrolet engines
both within General Motors and outside the company in the industrial, commercial, agricultural,
military, or transportation markets both in the U. The first use was in the newly introduced
Chevy II ; the following year, Chevrolet passenger cars adopted it alongside Checker Marathons
since and used this it until for Camaros , Novas, and full size Chevrolets. A cubic-inch 2. After
several years of steadily declining sales just 3, units in the model year , [2] the straight six was
dropped from Chevrolet's full-sized cars for , for the first time since ; it would be restored in
Overseas, the third generation of the inline six was mass-produced in Brazil. It was used in the
Chevrolet Opala from to It was already used in light trucks as the A and Chevrolet Veraneio.
Brazilian produced sixes manufactured to the model year gained multipoint fuel injection, unlike
the US-manufactured sixes, which retained the Rochester Monojet one-barrel carburetor. These
inline sixes and their four-cylinder siblings were converted for marine usage by Mercruiser and
Volvo Penta , and also used in stationary applications such as power generation and in Clark
forklifts. Besides Brazil, the six was also manufactured in Argentina and South Africa. The or 3.
Bore and stroke are 3. General Motors' Argentinian subsidiary also developed a One oddity is
the crankshaft bolt pattern - in lieu of the Chevrolet V8 bolt pattern also shared with the rest of
the third generation six the Pontiac V8 bolt pattern is used. It was also used by Chevrolet and
GMC trucks, primarily for the half-tons. It was also built in Latin America and was in production
in South Africa until at least , where it powered a multitude of different cars. Between and , an
integrated cylinder head was produced intake manifold and cylinder head were a single casting
with a bolt on exhaust manifold , with one-barrel intakes for passenger cars, and two-barrel
intakes for trucks after The "integrated" cylinder head and intake manifold claimed to have
resulted in increased low end torque and fuel economy inclusive of a smoother operation which
pre-dated NVH noise, vibration, and harshness. Some pundits consider the integrated cylinder
head as a relic of the malaise era when it was phased out of production in prior to the
introduction of the 4. During the mids, the Buick and 4. Brazil held on to the known as the 4. It
was used in Brazil until in Chevrolet Silverado when the engine line was discontinued. The
Brazilian produced sixes gained multipoint fuel injection, distributorless ignition system and
redesigned cylinder heads which had smaller intake ports. It was also used for a number of
large sedans by Chevrolet of South Africa. When the long duration races restarted in Brazil, in ,
the Opala found a great competitor, the Ford Maverick , which was powered by an engine
almost one liter larger in displacement. By coincidence, engine development manager Roberto
B. Beccardi was working on this engine hop-up project out of his own initiative, but lacked
factory support or approval. This impulse came right from these two pilots. It was slightly
different from the version launched two years later: the project engine was similar to the
four-cylinder units, did not get a vibration damper, and used the cooling fan from the standard ,
with four blades instead of six. It quickly homologated a version with four-barrel carburetor,
called "Quadrijet" in Brazil no relationship to GM's own Rochester Quadrajet , with performance
roughly equivalent to the The L22 was a cubic-inch 4. The LD4 was a cubic-inch 4. The LE3 was
a cubic-inch 4. The cubic-inch 4. Production of the engine was shifted to Mexico in , and later
variants of this engine were marketed as the "L25". The retained the separate intake with a
Rochester Monojet carburetor and exhaust manifolds as used with the short deck motors GMC
as a marque really only produced a few engine designs, the straight six , a V8 , and a V6 which
was also available as a V12 for a brief period. GMC used many engines from other GM divisions,
as noted below. GMC replaced the Pontiac with their own cubic-inch 3. This OHV overhead
valve engine was produced through With a cylinder bore of 3. All four low-deck engines have a
stroke of 3. This is a low-deck engine. The bore was 3. The was similar to the Stroke is 3. Power
in listed as HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The was discontinued in This is the largest low deck
engine. Bore was 3. Power listed as 91 Net HP rpm; torque Net lb ft rpm. Not listed after The last
GMC-only straight six was the cubic-inch 4. This is a raised-deck engine. Power listed in as HP
rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The This is the largest raised-deck engine. From to , GMC manufactured
the civilian engine, which was not sealed, had a mechanical fuel pump, and used a "standard"
oil pan. Power listed in HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. This engine was popular with hotrod
enthusiasts because it delivered tremendous power for an inline six engine at the time although
now obsolete , is built with a heavy cast block, and can take quite a bit of abuse. Power ratings
for were HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. It also appeared in large GMC trucks in the s ending in In the
model years this engine was listed as HP rpm and lb ft torque rpm. The GMC , , , and Series of
the s offered the In , GM announced a family of straight six engines, the Atlas. In Chevrolet
showed off a 3. Starting in the model year, the LM2 engine is available in the light-duty
Chevrolet Silverado. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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See media help. The 4. Over its nearly 30 year production history the 4. While the general
make-up of the engine remained the same over its production history, the engine revisions
upgraded and changed many components and features over the years. As you can imagine,
engine technology has progressed significantly since Despite first being introduced 35 years
ago, there are tons of these vehicles still on the road today. However, while these engines are
rock-solid for the most part, there are still a handful of common problems worth mentioning.
The idle control valve sits on the throttle body and is responsible for adjusting the amount of air
that enters the engine at idle, ultimately controlling engine idle speeds. Once you begin to use
the accelerator, it opens up allowing full air flow. Over time, from the large volumes of air that
pass through it, the valve can get gunked or clogged up and being to function poorly, creating
idle issues. The throttle position sensor is responsible for reading how far down the accelerator
pedal is pressed, and relaying that to the throttle body. Like the ICV, the throttle position sensor
is mounted onto the throttle body and can wear down over time, get dirty, or completely fail. The
intake gasket sits between the intake manifold and the cylinder head. It is responsible for
sealing engine vacuum, and also engine coolant. Most gaskets are made of rubber, or paper,
and are subject to high pressures and high temperatures. Over time, the pressure and
temperature exerted on the gasket can cause it to wither down, crack, etc. As the intake
manifold controls air-to-fuel ratios, leaking vacuum can throw these off and lead to the engine
running very lean. The end result is poor performance, cylinder misfires, and possibly stalling.
Additionally, you can begin to leak engine coolant down the cylinder block. The most noticeable
symptom of this will be a low coolant light, engine overheating, or coolant puddles underneath
your car. Intake gaskets are known to start leaking as frequently as every 50, miles. We
recommend inspecting for leaks frequently and replacing this every 80, miles or as it becomes a
problem. The distributor cap failing is a common problem across all Vortec engines. The Vortec
distributor is responsible for providing the ignition coils with the electricity required to power
the spark plugs and create combustion. Wires connect to the distributor, which has a
mechanical piece inside that spins in a circle to generate the voltage for the coils. In vortec
engines, the problem stems with the cap on the distributor, not the actual distributor itself. The
cap is made of plastic. And the distributor sits in a high-heat part of the engine with poor air
circulation or cooling. The cap is prone to warping from the heat, which results in the cap
rubbing against the distributor rotor button. This causes the rotor bushing to wear out and the
distributor begins to no longer be able to turn. The simplest option here to fix this problem is
upgrading to a distributor that has an aluminum housing on it. In some cases, the distributor
can be prevented from turning completely, which will prevent the truck from starting. In most
cases, the distributor will still turn enough to power the car, but not enough for it to run
properly, causing a ton of misfires. The spider system uses a central pump with 6 tubes
connected to it that lead to each of the 4. In the L35 and LF6 engines, the spider injectors are
known to leak at the pressure regulator and at the supply and return lines due to a design fault.
Outside of leaking fuel onto the exterior of the engine itself, it can cause excess fuel to get
sucked into the engine. When this happens, you have excess fuel in the engine creating very
rich air to fuel ratios. Like pretty much all of these other engine problems, this can result in
engine misfires. Some of the fuel can go unburnt in the cylinder and then lead to premature
combustion due to heat, creating a misfire. In a properly functioning engine, fuel burns in even
pockets instead of all at once. The pockets burn in even timing, in sync with engine cycles.
Engine knock occurs when the fuel burns unevenly and out of sync with the engine cycles.
Engine knock can be caused by a ton of factors, such as low-grade fuel, bad spark plugs,
carbon build-up, etc. Engine knock is terrible for your engines internals and can cause serious
damage to the pistons and to the cylinder walls. On the 4. However, it sounds like most people
have fixed the issue by replacing the pistons in the engine. The newest 4. Owners have reported

the car requiring two quarts or more of oil in between normal oil changes. The excessive oil
consumption is likely to be caused by the Active Fuel Management system. There is currently
an opened class-action lawsuit relating to oil consumption for the Vortec engines, but many of
the Vortec owners are claiming to have similar problems. Most people have reported that
disabling the AFM system will fix the oil consumption issues. It is mostly a nuisance. Overall,
the 4. Generally, these engines are extremely capable of lasting up to , miles. However, to make
it to the k mark, you are likely going to replace the distributor, water pump, transmission,
ignition control modules, and a handful of other parts numerous times. As always, to maximize
reliability and engine longevity, its important to keep up with standard engine maintenance
schedules and tune-ups. Went with a aluminum shaft distributor and still get a multiple random
misfire. In my opinion the Chevy 4. Do you have any pictures, web links, and YouTube videos
that can show me exactly where the knock sensor is on a 4. Could be your coil. The aluminum
distributor I bought was 20 degrees retarded and my engine misfired until I ground the hold
down and now it runs good. The mass airflow sensor can make it misfire also. I have a Chevy 5
speed v6 with , miles on it. Nothing ever been put on except a slave cylinder. Only codes i have
ever had were P,for long time ran great. Had something similar happen. Check if the coil is
firing. Could be the same problem. I have a 4. It is my daily driver. I had a ford with a v6 it was a
good truck to with miles. I hope the chevy will be as good. I it got a bad mess and iwas told it
could be a fuel regulator bad spiders and it will to fix iff i keep driver it it will wreck motor let me
no ty. I have a 95 gmc sonoma 4. In some situations where there is a vacuum leak, a properly
operating Mass Air Flow sensor MAF is sending correct air-to-fuel-ratio information to the
Power-train Control Module PCM , but the intake manifold is sucking a different ratio because
the vacuum leak occurs after air passes through the MAF. I bought my Silverado used in It is
unusual in that it has a 4. V6 with standard cab, long bed, premium sound system with surround
sound, and a factory towing package with electric trailer brakes, bed cover, and 4 wheel drive.
The truck had 98, miles on the clock. The truck pulled my 4, lb. The truck has , miles now. The
only problems I had were: 1. Water pump leaking 2. Intake manifold water leak. Fuel pump
failed. O2 sensor failed. Radio CD player died 7. Replaced entire brake system due to corrosion
and fluid leaks. Overall this truck has been a great truck. I get compliments offers to buy it all
the time. Man oh man this truck has been a whopper for meâ€¦. At about k miles in I decided to
run some sea foam through itband give it a basic tune up. Ran good the day of snd night of the
tune up. Okay, so then I dive into it after work. All new sensors under the hood, new distributor
cap and rotor, new plugs , new plug wires, new ignition coil, new alternator, new thermostat.
Other than the electrically body harness and everything else that bolts to the motor. Then still
fought the same missfire issues for another couple of months. So the new motor and
transmission are installed. And still Im facing the same problems to today. Truck fires up. I
mostly get the p and p codes with some random p or p codes. It is essentially a beat up on the
outside looking but brand new everywhere else truck. I honestly believe that the 4. I think just
like everything else somethings might go wrong with some of the 4. But these are just my
opinions. And like I said my Chevy 4. Dodsonsays For sure they are great motors. Right now the
P code is my nemesis. And from DS head to DS block to the chassis. From Battery Negative to
original location next to the starter motor and from Battery negative to the front cross member
chassis. Battery Negative to Block, done. Block to chassis, done. Block to body, done. Almost
no information. Just ordered me the Ancel FX diagnostics scanner tool on Amazon. Hello i have
a Gmc Sierra with a blown 4. Only replaced O2 sensor and alternator so far. Looking forward to
the next k. Matthew I really believe what you should have done from the start was check your
injectors. Not the wiring. The one thing you did was internal.. The injectors fire because of the
2013 bmw 328i manual
generator backfeed wiring diagram
p15 d24
ignition module knowing what cylinder position and it controls the ground and closes the
circuit. Some vehicles moved that function to the computer.. But if it has an ignition module and
injectors first. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by
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suspension, you name it. Chevy 4. Symptoms of Failing Vortec Distributor Engine misfires P to
P engine codes for misfire Engine is slow to start, or not starting Poor idling, acceleration, etc.
Comments Chevy Silverado 4. This indicates a random misfire, and one which has been caused
by a vacuum leak. Before you throw in the towel, you gotta check for vacuum leaks! Leave a
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